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Nb.en William Glasser discussed his book, Control Theory, at a recent 
)utcomes Based Education workshop, he presented three roles of 
:eachers. In counseling we give a student options on how to deal With 
1is or her situation. In teaching we give a student instruction according 
o his or her agenda or needs. In managing we persuade a student 
Lccording to his or her needs. Glasser added that we really get students 
o learn while managing (persuading), not while teaching (giving in
:truction). The reason for this is certainly clear to any veteran teacher: 
Ve CANNOT force a child to learn. He or she Will truly learn only if there 
s some need for learning. We have become experts in coercion 
,ccasionally trying to get a child to learn. But have we really gotten 
,tudents to learn? Our biggest job has been to get students to want to 
earn and to think. 

Vith self-motivated students we sometimes feel the managing task is 
lnnecessary. Yet are we challenging these very same students? This 
uestion is one I had to face again this year. One of my new assignments 
; an American literature and composition course. In twenty years of 
~aching I had never taught American literature. In addition to dealing 
rith a new text, I had to incorporate multicultural, gender fair, handicap 
ware {or "fair") material by a district directive. 

o my challenge was threefold: encourage students to truly learn, 
1corporate "fair" materials, and cover American literature. The stu
ents in the two classes were relatively self-motivated. I knew that the 
tore they were involved, or the more active their learning process, the 
tore they would achieve. Thus, I decided on a cooperative group plan 
hereby a group would read a novel and present the novel to the others. 
'e would divide the class into four groups and cover four separate 
)vels. I chose those whose author, setting, or characters fit the me/ gf/ 
:1. criteria. These titles are incidental but I list these just as examples: 
ichard Wright's Native Son, Edith Warton's Ethan Frame, Thorton 
Uder'sBridgeOverSanLuisReyandJamesAgee'sADeathinTheFamily. 

. determining group composition and selection of which novel would be 
ad, each student chose a number. In that order the student came 
rward and chose a book. Six books were in each stack. This selection 
mained fairly random and "friends" did not all Wind up in the same 
oup. 

had to decide a number of things: (1) how 
When the groups met, the~b achdate. (Onthefollowingexampleyou 
many pages they would r~a ~ k 1 started three days prior to Winter 
will note a large gap of t~me. d :.: week after the break. Week 3 was 
break and Week 2 contmue would resent the book to 
devoted to group presentations). (2h) howmthbeery would pp articipate, and (3) 

fth 1 sand how eac me 
the rest o e c as t ·t . on their discussions - the days which days they would w~t me o si m 
they would receive discuss10n grades. 

·t . for assessing the project. The project 
Next we had to choose en ena t - . mal discussion, presentation. 
would consist of three compon~ s {~~e c~nsidered. The journal is a 
Both individual and group wor ;o~ nts write their impressions of the 
technique we have used all ye~d ~ \ey comments they need to recall 
author, the style, a sum~i' at Witb the sections each group set as 
the piece. We used thi~o~. ussion required the first person to 
reading .assig~ents. . !u:iomments, the next person to add ~r 
summanze a first portion uestions over that portion. This 
clarify, and yet others .to ask n= ~embers of the group for discussing 
process was repeated with the d . gment Answers to questions or 
the other portions of that rea :Ji.i~e the gr~up. My only job was to 
comments had to come fr~m The students needed to organize the 
validate or clarify some pomt. . d amics and to be respon
subsections, to practice coop~tive g:;~~ti~ had t~ be complete and 
sible to the group pr.ocessh.. h ethpr:geroup previewed With me during the 
1 This presentat10n, w ic e b 

c ear. . d tributions of each group mem er. second week, had to mclu e con 

PREPARING 

ou shad to set their calendars (they 
OntheseconddayofWeek 1, the gr that deadlines). During Week 2, 
decided what needed to be ready bt_Y Ian and continued their daily 

d t gr e on a presenta 10n P . 
they ha o a e . h d ead The order of presentation was, 
discussions of the portion 

th
ey la trd a ·number which represented the . d Each group se ec e . 

agam, ran om. t halfofaclassperiod, 25mmutes. order. Eachwouldbeallowedup oone 

. . . on discussions, I chose alternate days for each 
To allow my sit~g m . to do more than 1 group per day. While I 
group. I ~ound I! rmpossibl~er groups met to plan, discuss, or prepare 
was in a discuss10n group, o . mall some groups met in the 
their presentation. Because ;iy ~~:::r!ed w~ll for us, but a large area 
hall or stairwells near my ;~o w~rk well or better. Perhaps because the 
or conference rooms wou . 1 m· gandbecausetheywerevery · harge of their own earn 
students were m c I fi d the groups were most always ACTIVELY involved in the process, oun 



on task. The amount of time allowed for the project prohibited any 
"nonessential" behavior. 

At the end of Week 2 and the first day of Week 3, I met with each group 
to hear their presentation plan 

PRESENTING 

During Week 3 groups gave their presentations. These were creative 
insightful, and interesting: one group, Native Son, did a shortened court 
ro~m scene where Bigger's attorney gives his closing argument; one 
B~ge Over San Luis Rey group built a bridge and placed a figure on the 
bndge as a student playing that character described his or her life; one 
Jf the groups who read Ethan Frame filmed a portion of the novel with 
;;tudents playing parts and did a Siskel and Ebert critique of the story; 
mother did a "Meet the Press" show with the students being the experts 
m the story's meaning, themes, and symbolism. Class members were 
:eq~ired to make evaluative comments about each presentation - its 
~lanty, completeness, interest. After groups finished the presentations, 
he groups reconvened to read what others in class had Written. No one 
vas overly critical or overly kind since they each had experienced the 
1ame demands. 

found this project accomplished a great deal. Students became active 
~':'-1:1-ers. They used higher level thinking at both the application and 
ntical levels. They discussed and shared cultural, gender, and handi
ap issues and learned a great deal about human nature. Discussions 
~ authors' styl~s and themes floated between groups with no prompting 
om me. And m two and a half weeks (with a vacation in between), we 
ad co:ered FOUR novels. What was exciting was the students' 
valuative comments of each other's presentations. Many had decided 
> read another of the books. This reading spark alone would have been 
orth the project. Student comments and observations follow: 

By p~cipating in groups, we learned to work together as a team to get 
te project done. Having many different groups enabled the class to get 
general idea about 3 or 4 other books through their peers' point of view. 

When we did the book report I felt needed because the other students 
a! ha:e gotten along without me, but when they needed 5 people to do 
err skit, was one of the five. It was a very interesting thing that we did 
td we had a good time putting it together so I felt really good about it. 

feel that the project was a very good idea. In class ifwe read, discuss, 
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answer the questions, etc., everyday, it gets very monotonous. With the 
project we had many areas to choose from, and we could dis?uss it in our 
groups. By having such a group we could ask more quest10ns and feel 
more comfortable than asking it in front of 30 kids. Also the story was 
more meaningful. Every person had his or her own part. One could 
concentrate on theme, another on plot, etc. Obviously that gives us a 
better picture of the story, theme, plot, characters, etc. Finally, it was 
fun! After we got through the hard stuff, we got to make our own skit. 
That was the chance to be funny and creative but teach at the same time. 
I think it worked well. If anyone asked me about my book, I could 
overwhelm him with the knowledge I had on it. I could also tell the basic 
plot and theme of the others I heard. 

--1 felt that the project method of reading novels was a breath of fresh air 
compared to the drab, traditional method. I liked setting my ?wn 
deadlines, choosing my own presentation, and so on. It made thmgs 
easier to deal with. 

--1 found that the style of presentation was pretty good. Having several 
people working together lets ideas bounce around, but we have to make 
compromises. I wanted to throw some special effects on the bridge-blow 
it up - but that wasn't possible. I wouldn't be thrilled to do something like 
this again, though. 

--1 liked that we got to work in groups - setting our own dates, discussing 
certain parts, deciding on our presentation. (Note: Several students 
stated similar opinion.) 

--The group activity allowed the class the opportunity to hear about other 
books without reading them. (Note: Three other comments were similar 
to this one.) 

--It was fun working with other people brainstorming, compromising, 
solving what and how to present something enjoyable to the class. 

--It helped me understand literature and how it applies to life. 

The role of manager was very rewarding to me and, I believe, was 
rewarding to the students as well. Persuading students they could and 
would be in charge of their own learning gave them the responsibility to 
learn. Books with characters and situations which were not the norm 
allowed them to face the "fairness" issue and evaluate it. Finally, 
synthesizing what they had learned and applying it to a new situation by 
presenting it, provided them with high level thinking opportunities. 
Perhaps the greatest reward was, however, that with the students in 



control, I really had the time to check for understanding during th 
preparation stage. e 

Name 

{This handout was given to class on.first day.} 

____________ Novel: 

Names of those in group: 

Plan for reading/discussion deadlines (pages, sections, etc): 

12/21 
12/22 
1/8 
1/9 
1/10 
1/11 
1/12 

Also present presentation plan: 

1/15 Presentation update/questions 
1/16 Groups 1 and 2 
1/17 Groups 3 and 4 
1/18 Groups meet to read evaluative comments 
1/19 Whole class discussion of themes, common issues com-
ments, etc. ' 

Assessment: 

/50 pts Jo_umals kept for each reading portion listed above. 
/25 pts Discussion on dates listed above 

Each person may read or discuss reactions to portions read ask 
qu~stions, ask for clarification, summarize, restate themes ~ym
bohsms, etc. BUT EACH PERSON MUST CONTRIBUTE OR GRADE 
IS LOWERED. 

/45 pts Presentation 
Plan - incorporate entire group 
Info - clarity and completeness of novel to group. 
The class will write reactions. 
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The Invisible Sphere of Time: 
A Commentary on Katherine Mansfield's 

Her First Ball 
by 

Catherine McIntire 

The phantom of mortality in the form of an old man, her partner in dance, 
astonishes Leila in the coming of age story by Katherine Mansfield, and 
Leila is brought face to face at Her First Ball with her own finite nature, 
her own incontrovertible destiny. But, on this brink of awareness, Leila 
in her youthful "waiting for the world and for herself' (de Beauvoir 375) 
chooses not to recognize the tyranny of time, the reality of the intruder 
into her illusion, but to revel in the dazzling moment, the gossamer 
fairyland of her present. Something like the honey-hungry grizzled bear 
in "October Light" which in front of James "materialized from invisibility 
and draped its shadow over him" (Gardner 433). the elemental force of 
time, the "Beast" of reality in man's life, intrudes on Leila's innocence 
and youth, intrudes on the "Beauty" of her illusion, a timeless and 
weightless euphoria. The old man is "life's gravity" (Gardner 11) - the 
pull from youth to old age, the pull of reality. The creature of nature, 
namely the aging of man, briefly invades her consciousness; her youth, 
however, demands that she return to time suspended, to her own 
personal experience of time, in the present. 

Was it-could it be true? It sounded terribly true. Was this 
first ball only the beginning of her last ball after all? At that 
the music seemed to change; it sounded sad, sad; it rose 
upon a great sigh. Oh, how quickly things changed! Why 
didn't happiness last for ever? For ever wasn't a bit too 
long ....... 'I want to stop' she said in a breathless voice. 

Leila wants to live the instant. As de Beauvoir states in The Coming of 
Age, "As the years go by, it is always the present moment that appears 
natural to us." (365) Leila is in the "undamaged world" of childhood as 
described by Ionesco in that book (376) "upon which time has no hold." 
Mansfield's story shimmers with waiting, with expectation of the instant. 
"Exactly when the ball began Leila would have found it hard to say." Her 
self-awareness perhaps begins during the cab ride with her cousins on 
the way when Leila leaves home and safety to go to the dance. The cab 
moves the young people from their known homes, from gravity, into a 
timelessness, a world of white innocence. 




